Medical equipment for biofeedback, neurofeedback,
sports medicine and scientific research – brief catalogue
Equipment and "Rehacor" software for biofeedback and neurofeedback training
"Rehacor" software uses the "physiological mirror"
principle for carrying out biofeedback and neurofeedback
procedures and promotes learning skills of psychosomatic regulation for the purpose of rehabilitation and
health, as well as improving psychophysiological capabilities. By means of this software a patient has a literal
opportunity to see and hear nuances of their state change.

Biofeedback and neurofeedback procedures from the
library use different parameters and their combinations
depending on equipment suit: rhythm of EEG signals and their
correlation, superslow electrical brain activity, heart parameters
(heart rate, pulse transit time, systolic wave amplitude), blood
circulation (central hemodynamics and cerebral circulation),
autonomic nervous system (temperature, GSR), respiration,
muscle activity (EMG and envelope EMG), etc.
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Audiovisual forms diversity of biofeedback images makes
each procedure original and stimulates the patient's
motivation for actual state transformation.

Monitoring and control of the process of biofeedback training.

"Basic" software suit contains biofeedback procedures by
various parameters.
"Professional" software suit is supplemented with neurofeedback procedures with multichannel EEG record and multiparametric procedures.
Additional procedures.
Flexible and convenient scenario editor allows modifying
library procedures or creating new ones considering esthetic,
intellectual, age and other preferences.
Multiparameter monitoring during neurofeedback training
(for electroencephalographs-recorders "Encephalan-EEGR19/26") allows a specialist to evaluate efficiency of regulatory
mechanisms involvment of various levels in a test person in case
of goal achievement (for example, alpha-rhythm and zonal
differences optimization).

trends, scales, diagrams, images, slides, videos, animation
and various game plots;
information screensavers and
instructions for procedures;
linear, threedimensional and noiselike distortions, morphing
of images, connected
with physiological signals
changes (biofeedback);
various audio
fragments (music, voiced
and other instructions,
sounds of nature).

Controlled parameter change leads to
biofeedback image transformation.

Stage-by-stage and course dynamics evaluation indicates
the degree of success of a test person’s effort to change
physiological parameters in relation to different stages of
biofeedback procedure and dynamics of the test person’s state
from procedure to procedure (integral efficiency).
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"Basic" software suit contains biofeedback procedures for wide application by various
parameters and their combinations including the following:
heart rate
respiration
temperature
electromyogram

galvanic-skin response
photoplethysmogram
envelope
electromyogram

electroencephalogram
electrocardiogram
brain blood circulation
central hemodynamics

Along with biofeedback
procedure, there are options of
psychoemotional stress evaluation –
stress testing

Examples of biofeedback and neurofeedback procedures
HRV training is a basic one for mastering the skills of
relaxation, self-regulation and consentration.
Procedures of HR variability increasing are recommended for
arterial tension normalization, for physical efficiency increase
and overall health improvement.
HR training also increases body defenses level and
neutralizes stress responses and psychoemotional
overexertion, accompanied with vegetative balance disorder.

Alpha training is meant to improve stress resistance, to
achieve profound psychological relaxation, and also to
activate creativity.
Alpha-theta training is used to form skills of quick and
effective attention concentration.
Beta- and beta-theta trainings are used to correct attention
deficit hyperactivity disorder.
EEG-EMG training is used to achieve the state, combined
maximumal attention concentration against the background
of profound muscular relaxation.

Heart rate variability

Electroencephalogram
Decreasing excessive muscle activity, the procedure can
decrease general and psychoemotional stress, it also can
form stereotype of optimal correlation of various muscle
groups (to improve voluntary control of movement activity),
correct movement disorders of central and peripheral
character of various geneses by means of decreasing
spasticity and hyperkinetic activity.

The purpose of respiratory biofeedback training is to form
adequate respiratory stereotype with simultaneous switch to
diaphragmal respiration type, which provides not only
improvement of lungs work, but also influence on other,
particularly psychic, functions and increase of functional
reserve of the organism.

Electromyogram

Respiration

Procedures of blood circulation parameters regulation –
tone of arteries of different caliber (by PPG systolic wave
amplitude and pulse transit time) and cardio-cycles periods
(by RR-interval of ECG signal) are used for autonomic
nervous system functional state normalization, for correction
of arterial tension indices, blood filling and etc.

Skin temperature increase training allows lowering the
excessive tone of arteriola vascular walls by means of
lowering the activity of sympatic section of ANS, and is
applied for zonal thermoregulation improving. This training is
a basic one for Shultz auto training mastering.

Temperature
Blood circulation
parameters

"Professional" software suit includes additional to the "Basic" software suit multiparametric biofeedback and neurofeedback procedures, which use multichannel record
of EEG and other parameters, including the following:
slow cortical potentials
functional brain asymmetry
rhythmical brain activity

zonal differences
motility
tremor

EMG, skin conductance, ECG, GSR,
PPG, temperature, breathing, brain
circulation and central hemodynamics

Examples of biofeedback and neurofeedback procedures
Tremor decrease with the muscle and
emotional tension control
Pathologic hand tremor control training helps to master a
skill of arbitrary muscle and emotional tension decrease.
Possible indications:
Hand tremor (essential tremor, secondary tremor, etc.),
bradykinesia, caused by neurological diseases, for example
Parkinson disease.

Biocontrol images transformation at
successful task performance of the BFB
procedure “Motion activity increase with
muscle and emotional tension control”.

Application features of
electroencephalographs-recorders
“ENCEPHALAN-EEGR-19/26" for
biofeedback and neurofeedback training
Software for EEG studies "Encephalan-EEGR" provides
visual analysis and processing, continuous measurement
and record of electrode impedance and potentials, referential
reconstruction of EEG data, split mode. Quantitative methods
of EEG analysis: spectral and amplitude topographic
mapping, coherent function, autocorrelation function, crossspectrum, automatic search of non stationary fragments and
epileptic activity, EEG studies of protocol forming, automatic
artifact suppression on EEG, export of study results to
universal data formats. The results of the conducted EEG
studies allow considering the characteristics of the electrical
activity of the brain during the neurofeedback procedures.
Software is also compatible with the NeuroGuide software
(by Dr. Robert Thatchеr, the company Applied Neuroscience,
Inc.), which provides access to normative databases for
comparison of the results of the EEG studies with the target
selection and appointment of neurofeedback procedures,
comparison also contributes to monitoring the procedure
success and statistical analysis.
NeuroGuide, like a microscope enhances the clinical application of Conventional and Quantitative Electroencephalography (qEEG) and is an easy to use technology fully instep
with the 21st Century.

At patient’s motion
activity increase the picture is getting bigger and brighter.
At muscle activity increase the graphic curve grows.
At emotional relaxation increase the oval is getting bigger.

Alpha rhythm and EEG zone differences
optimization
Used for skills training - relaxation and EEG structure
normalisation, cortex and corticosubcortical optimum
relationship tonus recovery by means of alpha rhythm
increase in the occipital area in relation to the centralfrontal area. At zone differences index increase, a
videoclip “waterflooding” decreases, digital indicator value
increases, figure enlarges.
An alpha rhythm optimisation is connected
with a graphic curve increase.

Example of a screen form of EEG-training
for depression

Target is an balance of beta-1, decrease of beta-2, increase
of beta-1 / theta rhythms ratio. The training uses 3D mirror
EEG spectrum “Graphics”, animation “Weigher". Noise when
playing video is associated with changes in the asymmetry of
beta 1 rhythm.

Examples of additional procedures for the biofeedback equipment
and samples of "Rehacor" Software
Multifunctional and multichannel
polygraphic system for sports medicine
and scientific research

Game biofeedback (2D, 3D). Virtual reality

Electroencephalograph-recorder
"Encephalan-EEGR-19/26", modification "Mini"
There is a unique opportunity of combination of two
or three patient units ABP-10 with additional modules
and sensors, which allows you to create
multifunctional polygraphic systems
with synchronous recording of more
than 30 different signals.
ABP-10
(basic transceiverrecorder)

additional ABP-10 (1 or 2)
(in "Poly-10" mode)

Bluetooth®

Balance training while
maintaining a vertical posture
on a balance platform
is used to train the skill of steadiness
and movement coordination in sport
and fitness contributing to restoration of
proprioceptive mechanisms in some neurological disorders.

Brain functional asymmetry increase
with multiparametric control
Training to achieve a special functional state required for
solving different tasks involving concentration and motor
actions accuracy, for example, shooting or managing
manipulators and controlled mechanisms.
Training forms a skill of the arbitrary reconstruction of the
brain functional asymmetry – spectral power increase of an
EEG activity in a frequency range 10-14 Hz in the left
temporal lobe at preparation for action and at the moment of
its execution.
Multiparametric control trends display increase of spectral
power values within 10-14 Hz in derivation Т3-А1 (left frontal)
as compared to values of Т4-А2 derivations at the
background (blue) and working (red) training stages, and
change of functional asymmetry in derivations Т3-А1 (left
temporal lobe) at the background (blue) and working (red)
training stages and change of HR and Skin conductance
during training.

Procedures "BFB Rhythm"
Evaluation and training of the ability to perceive and
reproduce sound patterns of varying complexity.
Developing a sense of rhythm and time. Increasing the
success of cognitive activity and rehabilitation of various
brain dysfunctions.

Training of the stress resistance skills
using somatosensory stimulator
is used to form the stress resistance skill in
healthy people (sportsmen, security agencies
employees, etc.). It's also used for therapy
of neurotic patients with phobia and
anxiety symptoms.
The skill is formed by means
of training of excessive autonomic activation (galvanicskin response change) in
response to stress stimulus
presentation (moderate pain
stimulation) suppression.
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